
 Brainwashing - Part 2 

"Biderman's Diagram of Coercion"
using the example of "Corona”
The topic of manipulation accompanies us more than ever in current times. But where 
and how does it work?

In part 2 of the series "Brainwashing" we show how manipulation works, explained 
according to "Biderman's diagram of coercion" in times of iCorona.

 https://www.wissen-neu-gedacht.de/videos-zum-thema-manipulation-persönlichkeit
Video ( German)

⸻—

Rough translation / Interpretation

Methods of Manipulation

Biderman's Diagram of Coercion-Describes very well what the manipulation 
techniques are since ‘covid ‘.

Biderman's Diagram of Coercion
Psychologist Albert Bidermann developed a diagram called Biderman's diagram of 
coercion.
With the help of this diagram it is possible to demonstrate and explain the coercive 
methods of stress manipulation used to torture prisoners of war. 

Psychologists believe that in a variety of ways, including domestic violence and child 
abuse, perpetrators use these same systematic techniques to break the human spirit 
and human self-esteem. That is why human resistance is an impertinence for every 
perpetrator:

⸻⸺



Method  -Isolation 

Impact & Purpose
Deprives the victim of the ability to fight back 
Makes helpless and defenceless 
Lack of social contact and no opportunity for exchange (also about possible 
resistance]

Corona Plandemic Measures
Lockdown
Social Distancing

⸻-

Method -monopolisation of perception 

Impact & Purpose
Fixes attention on the immediate "crisis" Eliminates information that does 
not match the requirements

Corona Plandemic Measures
Propaganda
Censorship

“Propaganda is communication that is primarily used to influence or persuade an 

audience to further an agenda, which may not be objective and may be selectively 

presenting facts to encourage a particular synthesis or perception, or using loaded 

language to produce an emotional rather than a rational response to the information that is 

being presented.[1] Propaganda can be found in news and journalism, government, 

advertising, entertainment, education, and activism[2] and is often associated with material 

which is prepared by governments as part of war efforts, political campaigns, health 

campaigns, revolutionaries, big businesses, ultra-religious organizations, the media, and 

certain individuals such as soapboxers.”

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Propaganda

Ie .Propaganda-deliberate spread of specific information so that people follow. It is not 
about truth but to generate a specific reactions.



How it functions
 constant  repetitions
the power of pictures

Constant repeats

The power of images 

⚫

 Overcrowded hospitals ( alleged)

⚫

 Overworked staff ( alleged), need for ventilators, taking everybodies temperature
coffins -eg. Bergamo
Military -transporting coffins
mass graves - that did not exist
illegal parties and holiday photos [e.g. e.g. Majorca - was revealed were from 
another year)

Constant repetitions press reports
 "Sonication" with very questionable COVID case and death numbers 
Increasing "infected numbers", although only tested positive (with unsuitable test 
procedure] - (even nowadays when it is know they are not infected but people are 
still so scared because of so many ‘new infections’
Defamation of experts with other facts and expertise 
Censorship of Unwanted Information ( just unimaginable censorship, there are 
hardly any uncensored sources )

Today one can only ask: ' Where has the truth gone?

⸺-

Method -humiliation and degradation 

Impact & Purpose
Makes resistance more expensive (unpleasant) than resilience. 
Animal Level Behavior (Dressage)

Corona Plandemic Measures
Masks - a symbol of obedience and participation - see video symbol of division
and Exclusions



⸺-

Method -exhaustion/depletion 

Impact & Purpose
Weakens the mental and physical ability to resist 
Brings the victims into a saviour hope ( Only you can save yourself)

⚫

 Subdue the victims

Corona Plandemic Measures
PERMANENT FEAR (also of job loss) 
Measures CHAOS

Chaos-a labyrinth of confusion which is centrally coordinated. Added to it was the 
salami tactic( https://politicaldictionary.com/words/salami-tactics/), give people the 
next slice of salami.if you give people the whole salami they will refuse it , so you feed 
them a slice at a time they take every slice , maybe at the start with a bit of resistance, 
but eventually the swallow the whole salami and we can present him  the next slice 
.Successive confusion of the people  ensures that people submit, that they ‘tolerate’ 
the whole thing and integrate.

⸺

Method -Threats/threats of penalties 

Impact & Purpose
Generates fear and despair Increases the willingness to submit 
Lowers the will to resist

Corona Plandemic Measures
Sanctions
Checks

SANCTIONS THREATS OF FINES For citizens: 
Threat of fines for non-compliance with the rules, in particular with "VIOLATIONS" 
OF MASK REQUIREMENTS 



For shop owners: Threat of very high fines for non-compliance with the rules, 
especially with "If you don't follow, then..." VIOLATION" OF THE MASK 
OBLIGATION

The rule of law, where has it gone?

⸺-

Method - concessions forbearance / Occasional 

Impact & Purpose
Motivation for compliance 

⚫

 Release an irrational gratitude - that they loosened some restrictions, they 
stopped questioning that other senseless measures are still on place . Just 
imagine. Mega- manipulation

This is Classic Conditioning through manipulation. People react and respond exactly as 
expected. They participate, they are thankful for any concessions and they are not 
recognising that they are totally controlled, like a marionette,

Corona Plandemic Measures
"WITHDRAWAL" of requirements, 
RELAXATION

Obedient and submissive- dressage 
Eg. A rope to lead a horse, who hold the rope decides what radius  the horse can move 
in .Exact  that is happening , what the government is doing to people.
People do not even realise they are that horse.

⸺

Method - the all  present omnipotence 

Impact & Purpose
Suggests the futility of resistance



Corona Plandemic Measures
POLICE - on power trips to show they will impose this at any cost  , dressed like 
the military , they also behave that way
AUTHORITIES ON A GOVERNMENT COURSE

⸻

Method - Enforcing trivial demands

Impact & Purpose
Develops a habit of giving in 
Gradually destroys self-respect and human dignity

People hardly get upset any more . People are unquestioningly fully participating .
Thy do not even question anymore if anything they are told makes any sense.

Corona Plandemic Measures
RIDICULOUS DEMANDS

⸻—

That is how manipulation functions.

Ie. They unleashed on the population the coercive methods of stress manipulation 
used to torture prisoners of war .*

*Biderman's Diagram of Coercion.

In 1954, the psychologist Albert Bidermann developed a diagram called the Bidermana diagram of 

compulsion. With the help of this diagram it is possible. demonstrate and explain the coercive methods of 

stress manipulation used to torture prisoners of war .

⸻

My take ! 
This  was possible because humanity has reached  a culmination of senseless 
materialism devoid of any real meaning. 



People participated  in divisions by embracing  the allowed delusional ideologies, 
whom to hate, supporting  wars, not questioning the false theories of scientism that 
masquerade as science, not questioning the harmful and antihuman  conventional 
medical system in the name of ‘health’,   division through meaningless competition ( 
eg. the business of sport  ) ;worshipping institutions , governments, royals, “experts” , 
media, celebrities, worshipping the self proclaimed saviours eg. Fauci, Bill Gates, Klaus 
Schwab, Elon Musk. 
A stage of decadence and such immorality that many even allowed  their own children 
to be sacrificed to ‘save’ granny.

Those who were still so taken in by the spiritually void material nonsense , 
(surprisingly applies to most religious people ) suddenly found their greater calling 
to be part of ‘saving’ humanity in the name of the ‘Fatherland’ and their new found 
masters. They allowed themselves to be brainwashed into a global self destructive 
cult. They could not even see that  they allowed themselves to willingly participate 
in harming others directly ( see medical staff  following harmful and lethal protocol 
, giving untested experimental injection) , inflicting  psychological and physical 
trauma onto others ( especially the children , elderly and sick who have no say and 
cannot defend themselves )  by enforcing inhumane measures . Many chose to  
look the other way , complicit through silence and jumping on the gravy train. 
eg.scientist and doctors who should have said no from the start.

Those who were aware that things have been  manipulated for decades , centuries 
, etc.  especially became so obvious with 9 /11 . They became even more 
motivated  to find  answers and search  for truth.  Many spoke out from the start, 
some were  fined and jailed, lost their livelihoods, family  and friends rather than 
participating in such lies and inflict harm on others.

Now the brainwashed, even if slowly waking up ,  have reached a stage of not wanting 
to know and rather go along  with anything eg. woke agenda, the Zelensky parody that 
just needs more money - one of the best examples of successful propaganda ,  the 
climate change nonsense , etc. and are  facilitating  a sinister  future for themselves 
and their families,  one of the worst tyranny to come .
They just do not want to know as they either get meaning now out of being part of a 
cult , unquestionable obedience or do not want to deal with the fact that they were 
taken in big time , the discrimination, injustice that they took part in , and  atrocities 



perpetuated on the human race, the biggest scam ever as it happened/ is happening 
on a global scale.

Majority participated  or  just have allowed it to happen ,  cheered on by their masters 
while they vilified the people who spoke out. 
Pointing out the most obvious scientific lies  has became conspiracy theories. .

Reminder:

“ Your knowledge is far more important than your degree.”
Paul Dirac

Theodore Dalrymple
“Political correctness is communist propaganda writ small. In my study of communist 
societies, I came to the conclusion that the purpose of communist propaganda was 
not to persuade or convince, not to inform, but to humiliate; and therefore, the less it 
corresponded to reality the better. 
When people are forced to remain silent when they are being told the most 
obvious lies, or even worse when they are forced to repeat the lies themselves, 
they lose once and for all their sense of probity. To assent to obvious lies is in 
some small way to become evil oneself. One's standing to resist anything is thus 
eroded, and even destroyed. A society of emasculated liars is easy to control. I 
think if you examine political correctness, it has the same effect and is intended to.”


